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Big-Stamp Two-Toes the Barefoot Giant Oct 19 2021 The magical, humorous, earnest and droll
adventures of Tiptoes Lightly and her friends as spring arrives at Farmer John's.
I Am Not My Hair Jan 22 2022 Hairnanigans. Friendship. Big Dreams. The previously scheduled
life Maya Hatton planned has been interrupted for an emergency broadcast announcement. A news
station manager threatens to destroy over twenty years of brand and image building with a new
contract from hell. Her husband Roddreccus moved into the rental property and refuses to move
home without explanation. Instead of finding confidence, fun, and freedom as she enters her midfifties she’s faced with crises. Fans believed she had it all together but her dream team lost a member,
a villain hijacked her fairy tale marriage and now she needs to remember how to be the Maya
everyone thinks she is or lose the best thing she ever had. Natural Sistahs series is written by an
African American author whose chosen her natural hair since 1998. While one of many indie
published black authors she considers her books appropriate for the women's fiction category though
most would be shelved in the black fiction, black books, African American women's fiction, or black
women's fiction section in most physical bookstores.
The Century Dictionary and Cyclopedia: The Century dictionary ... prepared under the
superintendence of William Dwight Whitney ... rev. & enl. under the superintendence of Benjamin E.
Smith Jan 10 2021
The Century Dictionary Feb 08 2021
Educated Nov 19 2021 #1 NEW YORK TIMES, WALL STREET JOURNAL, AND BOSTON
GLOBE BESTSELLER • One of the most acclaimed books of our time: an unforgettable memoir
about a young woman who, kept out of school, leaves her survivalist family and goes on to earn a
PhD from Cambridge University “Extraordinary . . . an act of courage and self-invention.”—The New
York Times NAMED ONE OF THE TEN BEST BOOKS OF THE YEAR BY THE NEW YORK
TIMES BOOK REVIEW • ONE OF PRESIDENT BARACK OBAMA’S FAVORITE BOOKS OF
THE YEAR • BILL GATES’S HOLIDAY READING LIST • FINALIST: National Book Critics
Circle’s Award In Autobiography and John Leonard Prize For Best First Book • PEN/Jean Stein

Book Award • Los Angeles Times Book Prize Born to survivalists in the mountains of Idaho, Tara
Westover was seventeen the first time she set foot in a classroom. Her family was so isolated from
mainstream society that there was no one to ensure the children received an education, and no one to
intervene when one of Tara’s older brothers became violent. When another brother got himself into
college, Tara decided to try a new kind of life. Her quest for knowledge transformed her, taking her
over oceans and across continents, to Harvard and to Cambridge University. Only then would she
wonder if she’d traveled too far, if there was still a way home. “Beautiful and propulsive . . . Despite
the singularity of [Westover’s] childhood, the questions her book poses are universal: How much of
ourselves should we give to those we love? And how much must we betray them to grow up?”—Vogue
NAMED ONE OF THE BEST BOOKS OF THE YEAR BY The Washington Post • O: The Oprah
Magazine • Time • NPR • Good Morning America • San Francisco Chronicle • The Guardian • The
Economist • Financial Times • Newsday • New York Post • theSkimm • Refinery29 • Bloomberg •
Self • Real Simple • Town & Country • Bustle • Paste • Publishers Weekly • Library Journal •
LibraryReads • Book Riot • Pamela Paul, KQED • New York Public Library
New Outlook Aug 24 2019
Grandpa Smiles Aug 29 2022 Original oil paintings tell the story of how Grandpa watches over a
little boy over the course of his life, even though Grandpa can be with him only in spirit. This art story
book is a peaceful and healing read for adults and children alike. Gentle emotions, passionate colors,
and simple words communicate an inspirational message that love lives on, and family is forever.
A Man Approved of God Jun 14 2021 David J. Keyser, Ph.D. ** Christian Theology ** This book is
about the humanity of Jesus Christ. The Christian Church has neglected this important Christian
truth for too long. An understanding of the humanity of Jesus has been sacrificed to our
understanding of his divinity. He is indeed Divine. But it is a costly mistake to forget about his
humanity; it is here that we find our identity with Him. ISBN: 9780615164557 -- Dr. David J. Keyser
has served as an international theology teacher and college adjunct faculty. His earned degrees
include a B.S., an M.Div, an M.S., a Th.M., and a Ph.D. in Systematic Theology with a specialization
in Pneumatology (the study of The Holy Spirit) from the University of Saint Andrews in Scotland,
Presbyterianism's oldest University. His interests include the humanity of Christ, The Holy Spirit and
Biblical fiction.
Boulevardiers Jun 26 2022 The first book atop the Greenpoint Oil Spill. One week in New York City,
2006. A small group of broke gentrifiers and undocumented people working doggie daycare at a
glorified kennel. They demonstrate, consummate, levitate, infuriate. Chasing New York, chased by
New York. Part of the Brooklyn Historical Society's collection.
The God Portal Oct 26 2019 It began as a vacation out west for Jim Wagner and his family...until
Jim discovers his brother, particle physicist Dr. Warren Wagner, is missing from his Nevada home.
The mystery leads to the desert laboratory of corporate giant Forsythe-Hammond. There Jim
discovers the truth behind Warren's disappearance and its connection to the company's deepest
secrets, a technology where faith and science collide. It's the beginning of a thrilling and dangerous
adventure to rescue his brother. Jim is joined by the affable Lyle Bumgardner, particle physicist and
atheist at heart; and by Dr. Lawrence Macklin, devout Christian and Biblical scholar. Their odyssey
becomes destiny, a struggle for survival and a quest for truth, leading them to a place where Christian
faith and secular atheism alike will be put to the test. Their journey puts them on the trail of the
historical Jesus...
The Century Dictionary Mar 12 2021
The Hindustan Review Mar 31 2020
Ministering Graciously to the Gay and Lesbian Community Feb 20 2022 Helps you understand what

will enable those individuals who are entrenched in what is called an 'alternative' lifestyle to find a
path of peace in the recovery of their soul and self-esteem. Educate those who want to learn, to relate
and to understand in order to genuinely minister graciously to the gay and lesbian community,
whether they be family, friends, or fellow church members. Equip the reader with the information to
gently and lovingly apply the oil of God's Spirit and the wine of God's love.
The Kings of Big Spring Oct 31 2022 In Texas blood is bond and oil is king.
365 Life-Changing Scriptures Day by Date May 02 2020 We all want our life to change for the better.
These 366 inspirational daily devotionals were written for that purpose. You will notice that the date
coincides with the chosen scripture. For example, the scripture for February 7 (2/7) is Proverbs 2:7.
The Scripture for February 8 (2/8) is Genesis 2:8. They were written to be a guide for the rest of the
day. If you prefer to read them at night, just read the devotional for the next day. These inspirational
messages have endured the test of time. They have been sent on a daily basis for some ten years to
around 30,000 people worldwide over the internet. While the author plans to continue this practice,
some people prefer to have them all together in book format since the internet is not always available
or convenient. God bless you and God bless us all on our journey day by date to arrive some day in
the future at our Glory Home.
Interrupted Nov 27 2019 Kathrine Lee...has an amazing ability to cheer people on to become who
God designed them to be by communicating life changing stories wrapped in God's truth.-Lysa
TerKeurst, President of Proverbs 31 Ministries and New York Times best-selling author The world
can be full of challenges. Often, we must fight to see the good in the world. Kathrine Lee refuses to
give up the fight. She believes there is good in the world, despite the pain and challenges we face.
Learn how she found the spiritual strength and courage to stand up to disappointments and pain and
find her path forward. A path that leads to joy, hope, and adventure. Lee left the church at a young
age and wandered through dark valleys until she found her way back to the light. Once there, she
became a passionate crusader for love and justice. In Interrupted, Lee discusses how she made the
decisions that have given her such a fulfilling, satisfying spiritual and emotional existence. She
shares her concern for anyone-but especially women-who has not felt the transformative power of
God's grace. As Lee writes, that pain can be turned into an amazing purpose! Proceeds of her book
will help her continue her work with Pure Hope Foundation, her nonprofit that assists in the
restoration of those victimized by sex trafficking. "
Record of Christian Work Jun 02 2020 Includes music.
BearCity Feb 29 2020 Based on the award-winning feature-length movie, Bear City: The Novel
follows the funny, romantic, and often dramatic adventures of a tight-knit pack of bears, cubs, and
friends in New York City as they gear up for a big party weekend. A hirsute Sex and the City set in the
"Bear" scene, this story brings together these men, their friends, tricks, and lovers, and a cast of
colorful, hirsute characters. They experience comical mishaps, lusty and romantic encounters, and an
impressive variety of male body types. Using satire and humor, the novel exposes their explores these
men¿s self-image issues and pokes fun at aspects of urban gay lifestyles, all while celebrating the
worldwide community of men who call themselves Bears.
Paint, Oil and Chemical Review ... Jul 28 2022
God's Gold Mar 24 2022 In 1932, John T. Flynn had begun to rethink his old-style "progressivism"
to develop intellectually into a defender of markets as against the regimentation of government
management. A first product of these steps is this classic and extraordinary full biography of John D.
Rockefeller. In this highly sympathetic portrayal, Flynn shows how Rockefeller employed the tools of
capitalism to become enormously rich in the service of others, and how this unleashed the most
unexpected backlash from anti-capitalists of all sorts, culminating in the breakup of Standard Oil. He

saw that this was done at the behest of Rockefeller's competition, and not in the public interest. It was
the first and probably still the best biography of an American original.
The Book of Psalms Sep 25 2019
The Gospel Messenger, #1 Jan 28 2020 Based on the Gospel of Matthew, this book is the first of five
in the series. The only reason Luke is even at the church youth overnight event is because his mother
convinced him to go after an argument. His mother wants him to be baptized but, at 15, Luke doesn't
believe he is old enough and doesn't know Jesus well enough. That changes when Luke meets an
angel who says he has been chosen by God to deliver a message. First Luke must decide if what he
saw and heard is real and then he must decide if he will go. Luke sets out on what he is sure is a crazy
adventure with his friend Keith. Starting on bicycles they end up crossing half the United States on a
mission for God. Along the way, they learn much more about loving Jesus while facing bullies, drugs
and even seeing death - - and Luke delivers God's message. He delivers it to a senior pastor of a large
church and the pastor doesn't even know he needs the message.
International Journal of Religious Education Dec 29 2019
Mr Lazarus Jun 22 2019 ' ... a surging intensity that keeps the reader glued to the page.' - New York
TimesLondon. 1970. Vicky Graham, an unsuccessful film producer at the BBC, crosses the path of
Luciano Raffi, a famous violinist, as he performs at the Proms. For Vicky he represented something
she could not have, but something she longingly craved for. A chance to lift her out of the unloving
greyness of everyday life. Through her job at the BBC, she is able to organise an interview with him,
but their meeting triggers a renewed obsession with him. The reason? Luciano has something in
common with Vicky - they both know about the portal. A secret history, nearly untraced, connects
these distant souls. But will it last? Raffi is about to disappear from her life... To get him back, she
must travel to where and when she had never expected. She must uncover the secret history of the
portal... Mr Lazarus is the latest book in Patrice Chaplin's series following The City of God and The
Portal. Chaplin is a renown international bestselling author. Praise for Patrice Chaplin'Powerful
romantic fiction in the tradition of Emily Bronte.' - Guardian ' ... a surging intensity that keeps the
reader glued to the page.' - New York Times 'Genuinely witty horrors' - The Observer Patrice Chaplin
is an author, journalist and playwright. She first visited the city of Gerona, in Spain, when she was 15
and it was then that she learnt about the Grail mystery. Throughout her life she has maintained an
active interest in the history of the Grail and has lived in Spain and France. She has published more
than 36 books, plays and short stories.
Arab Spring Dreams Jul 04 2020 From a gay man secretly mourning his lover's suicide in Morocco
to a young woman denied schooling because of religious discrimination in Iran, Arab Spring Dreams
spotlights some of the Middle East's most outspoken young dissidents. The essayists cover a wide
range of experiences, including premarital sex, the lack of educational opportunities, teenage
marriage, and the fight for political freedom. They also highlight how repressive laws and cultural
mores snuff out liberty and stifle growth and consider how previous movements - particularly the
American civil rights struggle - might be channeled to effect change in their own countries.
Beautifully written and profoundly moving, these stories present a decisive call for change at a
crucial point in the evolution of the Middle East.
Claytie Dec 21 2021 The native son of a distinguished West Texas family and a 1954 graduate of
Texas A&M whose career and personal pursuits have ranged from farmer to insurance salesman to
wildcatter, pipeline entrepreneur, rancher, banker, real estate mogul, big game hunter,
conservationist, philanthropist, front-running gubernatorial candidate, and oil tycoon, Clayton W.
Williams Jr. is by all measures one of a kind. He has repeatedly been on the Forbes list of the 400
wealthiest Americans, yet more than once Claytie has also been on the verge of bankruptcy. This

authorized biography captures the dimensions of his fascinating life: his determined work ethic and
honesty; his passionate interests and rough-hewn style; his devotion to wife and constant companion
Modesta and family; his all-in wildcatter bets and integrity-above-all payoff of debts; his patented
gaffes in the "wildest, woolliest Texas governor's race ever" and their spotlighted consequences for
the state and nation; and running through it all, both unrestrained celebrations and knees-on-theground repentance. His many notable successes, his most admirable traits, as well as his most
outrageous flaws are all portrayed in this book, often in Claytie's own words or in the extensive
comments, revealing anecdotes, and first-person accounts of others, supplemented by family and
business documents, as well as contemporary journalistic records. This book tells it all, revealing one
distinctive maverick who has left his boot prints all across Texas for 75 years.
Extraordinary Popular Delusions and the Madness of Crowds May 14 2021 Delusions are exposed to
reveal the following: The Nazi salute was performed by public officials in the USA from 1892 through
1942. What happened to old photographs and films of the American Nazi salute performed by federal,
state, county, and local officials? Those photos and films are rare because people don't want to know
the truth about the government’s past. Public officials in the USA who preceded the German socialist
(Hitler) and the Italian socialist (Mussolini) were sources for the stiff-armed salute (and robotic
chanting) in those countries and other foreign countries. Explore how the "ancient Roman salute"
myth originated from the city of Rome in the state of New York (not Italy), Francis Bellamy's
hometown. Learn about Mussolini's strange gift to the city of Rome, NY: a statue of two human male
infants suckling on a female wolf. That statue remains on display in Rome, NY. See how Boy Scouts
and Girl Scouts helped spread the Nazi salute and the swastika to Germany and elsewhere. Discover
how Stalin was forced to involuntarily join the allies during WWII. Learn how the word "fascist" is
related to the word "faggot." Discover how the military salute was the origin of the Nazi salute. Read
why the Pledge of Allegiance would not be performed by anyone today (other than kooks) if the truth
were taught in school. Find out who you are, what you are, and how you got to be that way. Also
learn who you should blame: your teacher (and the government's schools). Debunk myths about
Adolf Hitler, Joseph Stalin, Vladimir Lenin, Mao Zedong, Francis Bellamy (and his cousin Edward
Bellamy), Fascism, Unionism, Socialism, genocide, swastikas, the Pledge of Allegiance to the flag, the
cliche' "under God," Christianity, modern crusades, ancient Rome, military socialism, Sovietology,
crony socialism, and the military-socialism complex. "Extraordinary Popular Delusions and the
Madness of Crowds Today" is long awaited. There is an inferior book from 1841 by author Charles
Mackay that is outdated. Mackay's book contains noting on the 20th century, nor the 21st century,
nor the last half of the 19th century. This book provides the latest information. The author Ian Tinny
brings the newest delusions and madness that are here for you today! So, let your freak flag fly! The
Pointer Institute proudly presents another news-breaking volume from Ian Tinny and the Dead
Writers Club (DWC). Much of the madness is illuminated from the work of the historian Dr. Rex
Curry. Tinny is a philologist and a forensic fraud analyst. Tinny's work led to the arrest, trial,
conviction, and imprisonment of America's Dumbest Criminals (and the foreclosure of their homes,
along with victim restitution liens, and criminal forfeiture judgments, in amounts totaling millions of
dollars). Tinny collaborates with the legendary Dead Writer's Club (“DWC” -an author's group) and
assists the Pointer Institute for Media Studies to provide remedial education to journalists about
history, economics, and government.
Odyssey Oct 07 2020
All Things Must Fight to Live Jul 16 2021 In All Things Must Fight to Live, Bryan Mealer takes
readers on a harrowing two-thousand mile journey through Congo, where gun-toting militia still rape
and kill with impunity. Amidst burnt-out battlefields where armies still wrestle for control, into the

dark corners of the forests, and along the high savanna, where thousands have been slaughtered and
quickly forgotten, Mealer searches for signs that Africa's most troubled state will soon rise from ruin.
At once illuminating and startling, All Things Must Fight to Live is a searing portrait of an emerging
country facing unimaginable upheaval and almost impossible odds, as well as an unflinching look at
the darkness that continues to exist in the hearts of men. It is non-fiction at its finest-powerful,
moving, necessary.
Texas Blood May 26 2022 In the tradition of Ian Frazier's Great Plains, and as vivid as the work of
Cormac McCarthy, an intoxicating, singularly illuminating history of the Texas borderlands from
their settlement through seven generations of Roger D. Hodge's ranching family. What brought the
author's family to Texas? What is it about Texas that for centuries has exerted a powerful allure for
adventurers and scoundrels, dreamers and desperate souls, outlaws and outliers? In search of
answers, Hodge travels across his home state--which he loves and hates in shifting measure--tracing
the wanderings of his ancestors into forgotten histories along vanished roads. Here is an
unsentimental, keenly insightful attempt to grapple with all that makes Texas so magical, punishing,
and polarizing. Here is a spellbindingly evocative portrait of the borderlands--with its brutal history of
colonization, conquest, and genocide; where stories of death and drugs and desperation play out
daily. And here is a contemplation of what it means that the ranching industry that has sustained
families like Hodge's for almost two centuries is quickly fading away, taking with it a part of our
larger, deep-rooted cultural inheritance. A wholly original fusion of memoir and history--as piercing
as it is elegiac--Texas Blood is a triumph.
The Century Dictionary and Cyclopedia: The Century dictionary Dec 09 2020
Book of Night Apr 12 2021 "A delicious, dark, adrenaline rush of a book. I'm already dying to see
Charlie Hall's next con." - New York Times bestselling author, Alix E. Harrow #1 New York Times
bestselling author Holly Black makes her stunning adult debut with Book of Night, a modern dark
fantasy of betrayals, secret societies, and a dissolute thief of shadows, in the vein of Neil Gaiman and
Erin Morgenstern. Charlie Hall has never found a lock she couldn’t pick, a book she couldn’t steal,
or a bad decision she wouldn’t make. She's spent half her life working for gloamists, magicians who
manipulate shadows to peer into locked rooms, strangle people in their beds, or worse. Gloamists
guard their secrets greedily, creating an underground economy of grimoires. And to rob their fellow
magicians, they need Charlie Hall. Now, she’s trying to distance herself from past mistakes, but
getting out isn’t easy. Bartending at a dive, she’s still entirely too close to the corrupt underbelly of
the Berkshires. Not to mention that her sister Posey is desperate for magic, and that Charlie's
shadowless, and possibly soulless, boyfriend has been hiding things from her. When a terrible figure
from her past returns, Charlie descends into a maelstrom of murder and lies. Determined to survive,
she’s up against a cast of doppelgangers, mercurial billionaires, gloamists, and the people she loves
best in the world—all trying to steal a secret that will give them vast and terrible power. At the
Publisher's request, this title is being sold without Digital Rights Management Software (DRM)
applied.
Disguised Blessings Jul 24 2019
Buzz Books 2017: Fall/Winter Apr 24 2022 Buzz Books gives you 40 chances to find your next great
reads, providing exclusive early looks at the next big thing from favorite authors and hot new
discoveries. From bestselling authors, we have samples of new work from Louise Erdrich and
nonfiction from novelist Amy Tan in her memoir Where the Past Begins, as well as fiction from
environmentalist Bill McKibben (Radio Free Vermont). A rich selection of highly anticipated followup books is inside, too: From author of Ten Thousand Saints Eleanor Henderson comes her new
novel The Twelve Mile Straight; from the author of the quirky Mr. Penumbra's 24-Hour Bookstore

Robin Sloan there is Sourdough; and Celeste Ng, author of Everything I Never Told You returns with
Little Fires Everywhere. This edition is packed with 16 debut novels, including the highly-touted Stay
With Me by Ayobami Adebayo and the big thriller The Woman in the Window by A.J. Finn, along
with first novels by Sarah Bailey, Phil Harrison, Ali Land, K Arsenault Rivera, Adrian Walker,
Cherise Wolas and more. In nonfiction, Bryan Mealer's The Kings of Big Spring recounts his
family's complicated history with the Texas oil industry; Jaime Lowe's Mental: Lithium, Love, and
Losing My Mind is both memoir and an investigation into the history, uses, and controversies behind
lithium; Heather Harpham's Happiness looks at an estranged couple drawn back together by their
daughter's unexpected illness; and actor Gabrielle Union's collection of essays about gender,
sexuality, race, beauty, Hollywood, and what it means to be a modern woman suggests that We're
Going to Need More Wine. Regular readers know that each Buzz Books collection is filled with early
looks at titles that will go on to top the bestseller lists and critics' "best of the year" lists. And our
comprehensive seasonal preview starts the book off with a curated overview of hundreds of notable
books on the way later this year. For still more great previews, check out our separate Buzz Books
2017: Young Adult Fall/Winter as well, available on all major ebookstores.
The Century Dictionary and Cyclopedia Nov 07 2020
The Iron Orchard Sep 29 2022 Originally published in 1966 under the pen name Tom Pendleton,
The Iron Orchard garnered a cult following for its authentic representation of the people and
business of the Texas and American Southwest oil fields. Now available again in a new edition, The
Iron Orchard tells the story of a young Texan, Jim McNeely, who is desperate to make a name for
himself in the oil fields of Texas. Told from the inside by a man who knew the oil fields intimately, it
is a vibrant, brutal story of the men who labored, sweated, lusted, and gambled their money and spirits
to pump oil out of the earth. It is the adventure of violent men among other violent men. And it is the
story of perseverance and love in the midst of one of America’s most dramatic industries. The Iron
Orchard is magnificent and memorable reading.The Iron Orchard was a cowinner of the 1967 Texas
Institute of Letters Jesse H. Jones Award for Best Work of Fiction along with Larry McMurtry’s The
Last Picture Show. The Iron Orchard film premiered at the 2018 Dallas International Film Festival.
Muck City Sep 05 2020 In a town deep in the Florida Everglades, where high school football is the
only escape, a haunted quarterback, a returning hero, and a scholar struggle against terrible odds.
The loamy black “muck” that surrounds Belle Glade, Florida once built an empire for Big Sugar and
provided much of the nation's vegetables, often on the backs of roving, destitute migrants. Many of
these were children who honed their skills along the field rows and started one of the most legendary
football programs in America. Belle Glade’s high school team, the Glades Central Raiders, has sent
an extraordinary number of players to the National Football League – 27 since 1985, with five of
those drafted in the first round. The industry that gave rise to the town and its team also spawned the
chronic poverty, teeming migrant ghettos, and violence that cripples futures before they can ever
begin. Muck City tells the story of quarterback Mario Rowley, whose dream is to win a championship
for his deceased parents and quiet the ghosts that haunt him; head coach Jessie Hester, the town’s
first NFL star, who returns home to “win kids, not championships”; and Jonteria Willliams, who
must build her dream of becoming a doctor in one of the poorest high schools in the nation. For boys
like Mario, being a Raider is a one-shot window for escape and a college education. Without football,
Jonteria and the rest must make it on brains and fortitude alone. For the coach, good intentions must
battle a town’s obsession to win above all else. Beyond the Friday night lights, this book is an
engrossing portrait of a community mired in a shameful past and uncertain future, but with the fierce
will to survive, win, and escape to a better life.
The Red Room Aug 17 2021 Arvid Falk is a young and idealistic government worker who always

wanted to be a poet. When a journalist writes a newspaper exposé based on Arvid’s stories about his
useless government department, Arvid is fired immediately. Starting afresh he sets out to explore
every corner of the Swedish society, and the hypocrisy and corruption he finds shocks him. Walking
the streets of Stockholm will never be the same again once this novel gets under your skin. Named the
first modern Swedish novel, ‘The Red Room’ (1879) is wonderfully insightful and ironic. The
Charles Dickens influence is undeniable and Strindberg’s writing has been rightfully compared to
that of Henrik Ibsen as well. August Strindberg (1849-1912) was a world-famous Swedish playwright,
who, in Sweden, was known for his novels, poems, essays and paintings as well. Along with Henrik
Ibsen, Hans Christian Andersen, Søren Kierkegaard and Selma Lagerlöf he is one of the all-time
most influential authors of Scandinavia.
Holding Back The Tears Aug 05 2020 This is true story about real people is set in Edinburgh City
and Dundee, where a petite Scottish Lassie called Rosie Gilmour, mother to Finlay Sinclair, receives
news of the death of her son - who tragically has taken his own life by hanging. Rosie pretends her
son is still alive by talking to him, for that takes away the unbearable pain of her loss. But once she
begins to face up to the fact that Finlay is not coming back, her conversations become more of a
challenge than she can handle. When memories of her past are triggered by everyday life events, they
take her mind back and forth in time - back to her own childhood days in 1960, when she flirted with
the fairground boys, and to the day she gave birth to Finlay - ''ME LADDIE''. Rosie's Scottish accent
becomes more apparent whenever her emotions are heightened and she begins to recite poetry. She
goes on to reveal doubts about her own self-worth and and how she re-unites her role as mother - a
role she had denied herself for seven years prior to Finlay's death. Rosie learns how to forgive herself
and how to accept her loss with using practical coping strategies that sometimes but not always work
for her. Many voices of different natures and walks of life appear in Rosie's, story with each one
offering a part of their own belief to try and console her in her misery - except that she turns her back
on any advice or support offered. Rosie is convinced that she can cope with her loss on her own and
&quote;needs no help from anyone, thank you&quote; - until a sweet, gentle, soft-spoken voice
begins to travel with her throughout her ordeal, leaving her no other choice but to listen. Eventually
moving to the countryside in Angus, Rosie finds the isolation gives her life a new meaning offering
her the opportunity to re-value her belief's about her own self values and decides the time has come to
give her son a memorial service and invite a chosen few dance companions whom she met on a
regular basis in Edinburgh to honour this day. Rosie begins to accept she will never be the same
person she once had been and shall never be again, believing now her journey through grief taught
her many lessons making her a stronger and better person than she imagined she could ever be.
The God Chair Sep 17 2021 Meet Katie Ball. She's ten years old and definitely going through a
rough patch. School is stressful and the future of her family's farm is uncertain. But all that changes,
when Katie meets Lady Catherine and her rather mysterious chair. That's when she discovers that
she's braver than she thought she was, and that with a little friendship and a lot of divine inspiration,
real life is just as exciting as any storybook adventure. Originally a Brit, Caroline Cienki has fond
memories of vacations spent in the rural North of England with her grandparents, where she learned
to love the countryside. She now lives in the US, and calls Texas her home along with her husband,
two children and three fun-loving doggies. Among her current passions are home-making, travel and
spiritual formation. The God Chair is her first children's book.
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